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Military Need Prompts Peaceful 'Space Race'
By Dr. Donald W. Bowman
Professor of Physics
Man's advances in culture
and knowledge, such as from
the Stone Age throujrh the
Bronze Age and Iron Ajre to
the
Industrial
Revolution,
have
taken
thousands
of
years. Technical knowledge in
these times advanced at a snail's
pace and man's mode of travel
by his own feet, by beast of burden, and boat
did not change
much in all this
time. In vivid
contrast, since
1900 we have
moved from the
horse - and buggy age to
the automobile
age, the airplane age, and
now
to
the
Dr. Bowman
space ^
The
entire history of mankind has occurred in a spherical shell only
extending a mile or so above or
below the surface of the earth.
Even the airplane could only reach
a height of 10 or 12 miles. Now
man proposes to travel hundreds
of miles above the surface in the
near future, to stretch this into
millions of miles, thus separating
himself from his earth-bound existence. The question today is no
longer over whether space travel
is possible, but rather how much
and how soon.
The result of this extra dimension
Is difficult to hraaine. The mind
of man has BO background for this
task. In fact this can be thought
of as a conscious effort of man. as
a biological creature, to adapt
himself to a new environment In an
evolutionary stop. However, in this
case the attempt will be made by
carrying the earth's environment
along rather than changing the
physiology of man.
This acceleration of progress
is vhridly illustrated by a quotation by Dr. Robert H. Goddard,
"the father of modern rocketry."
In the preface to his reissue of
two prerious works on rocketry in
194B, he said:
The subfect of projection from the
earth, and especially mention of
to moon siast still be avoided m
dignified scientific and engineering
drdes.

Only 18 years later, not only
have earth launched rockets circled the moon but three have traveled beyond the moon to circle
the sun as man-made planets.
Two reasons explain this phenomenal speed-up ol technical advances. First, sdenllflc advances
are cumulative. Each advance gives
further Impetus to future success.
Modern sophisticated systems are
the result of the work of previous
generations. Thus, there Is a regular acceleration of progress to be
expected. The centuries of progress
in the past have finally set the
stage for the rapid advances of
the present decades.
The second factor in the speed
up has been military necessity -

in this country the requirements
for defense. During the past 15
years research and development
expenditures of the government
have increased 10-fold, principally
for military purposes. However,
nearly all technological advances
can be of great human benefit,
no matter what the origin. I,et us
keep our eyes on the benefits of
space exploration.
Surely, military reconnaissance
satellites will give the countries
of the world information on what's
going on in all parts of the world.
This, we hope, will help to insure
"peace in our times." Already
rocket flights have provided much
information about the upper regions of our atmosphere and the

nearer fringes of airless space.
Soon satellite relay stations will
guarantee worldwide communications at all times. Recently the
first weather satellite has provided information which will bp used
to improve long- and short-range
predictions. Similarly the first of
the transit satellites has been put
in orbit to test new, all weather
and more precise methods of navigation.
In addition to the specialised
purposes of rockets described above
a vast amount of Information can
be released by other rockets and
satellites. More accurate maps of
the earth may be produced. Greatly
increased knowledge concerning
the composition and history of the

universe may be made available
from data obtained outside the
absorbing layer of the earth's atmosphere.
Many experiments which need
to be performed on a grand scale,
in an atmosphere-free environment, or in gravity free space
could contribute to our understanding of the fundamental concepts of matter, energy, and time.
As a by-product of the space
race, many technological advances
are being made available to industry and private life. The demands
of this new science have produced
new types of Instrumentation,
telemetering, and materials. At
distances of thousands of miles a
package of scientific instruments

Communications Provide World Understanding
do not care enough to make the
By Dr. Raymond W. Derr
scribers waiting to order serviceas was the case after the Second
effort for ourselves.
Associate Professor of Journalism
World War—but it was many
And we have the technical knowIt is no new observation that
years before its usefulness as a how to bring about this "potent
man's inventive genius has procommunications medium was reinstrumentality" in other areas,
vided us with far more technical
cognized.
as well—the motion picture, the
devices than we have been able
Perfection
Lacking
magazine, the book, the daily
to absorb culturally and socially.
Wireless and radio were similar- newspaper. All of these forms of
The millions of automobiles on
ly technically efficient before their communication are a part of this
our antiquated roads prove only
usefulness was recognized by the "universal network" by which all
that it is easier to perfect a techpublic.
The
Titanic
disaster peoples of the world can be reachnical device that millions may use
brought wireless into the picture; ed, or through them, the informathan it is to provide the environment in which the device will
radio began as a novelty and a tion can be gained about the
perform most satisfactorily. The craze. Yet within its first com- world by us, here in America.
mercial decade, millions listened
Now what can we do about bet
release of nucnightly to the sprightly comments ter understanding through World
lear energy in
Communications?
of Amos V Andy, but it has never
the first atom
Advantages Not Realised
reached the fine ideal which was
bomb
brought
Paramount, of course, is the
prophesied for it—"a potent inwith it not an
strumentality for culture and the effort we must make to inform
advance in
uplifting of America's mass intel- ourselves about world affairs. The
world social religence." General David Sarnoff average time spent by a typical
lationships, but
described it as "a new means of reader with a daily newspaper is
a near-panic acommunication that could bind the about 20 minutes. This is hardly
mong
those
earth with a universal network of enough when one considers that
seeking a pera bit of time must be given to the
manent peace.
sound."
Only the will to make it—and sports page, Abby Van Buren or
Even now, we
Dr. D«„
have made but
the other communications — the "B.C." The "wrap-up" of the news
slow progress toward adapting
"potent instrumentality" was lack- on radio or television before you
that instrument for peaceful uses.
ing. The technique had been per- go to bed is hardly enough to make
It has been that way with invenone a world citizen.
fected.
tions in communications. When
Radio Used Unwisely
The mass media at our disposal
the first telegraph opened to a few
While America was enjoying its covers these world affairs effectithe possibilities of an exchange new plaything—radio, Hitler and vely and accurately, but we as
of current news with other parts
Mussolini and a few others were readers must make the effort to
of the country, a Proper Boston
utilizing it for a far more effec- absorb and understand. Technical
ian was said to have remarked, in
tive purpose: the indoctrination know-how places the information
substance, "But what is there aand "education" of their subjects before us. We must make the next
bout the West that the people of through constant selection of what step. After the daily presentation
Boston may want to know?" Simi- was to be heard, rather than the of world news there is time to
larly, the telephone's advent was free exchange of ideaa under the read the more measured and analynot signalled by a lorig list of sub- American plan. Yet, it Menu, we
tical thinking of the columnist,

the specialist and the interpreter,
all available from your newspaper,
your magazine, or from a book.
All of these sources are as authoritative as human ability and integrity can make them.
Understanding Needed
Many of us cannot travel beyond our own border, but those
few could bend every effort while
in a foreign country to contribute
their own part toward better understanding, and upon returning,
make it their aim to inform others
of the conditions they have seen
or discussed in these foreign nations.
Bowling Green people are fortunate in that we have numerous
foreign students on our campus
annually. Many of these persons
are from areas where there is
great unrest or political upheaval.
Too few of us have made It our
responsibility to seek out these
students and to try to learn from
them the problems their countries
face in his business of better world
understanding.
Foreign Leaders
The visits of Khrushchev, MacMillan, DeGaulle and others to America have given us a glimpst of
foreign leadership, and they in turn
must have grasped at least something of the American attitude.
The visit of our own president
to South America, and his projected tour to Russia, the Far East
and other parts of the world cannot but add to better understand(Continued on page 2)

can be communded to take a series
"f observations and store them
until at another command the information is broadcast back to
mnned stations on the surface of
the earth. From there the data is
fed into great computing instruments for correlation and the solution of complex problems.
Most, if not all, of this chain
of events takes place with only
superficial direction by human beings. The demands of small payloads and cramped space available
has produced a program of miniturization which is already influencng the construction of electronic
components for public consumption.
An illustration of the information obtainable from one rocket
package is provided by Pioneer V,
now in orbit around the sun inside the earth's path. It contains
an instrument to measure high
energy radiation, another to measure total radiation, a micro meteorite counter, a magnetometer to
measure magnetic fields, an orientation trigger to obtain an impulse
when the instruments look directly at the sun, five temperaturemeasuring thermisters, units to
transform the information into
it for release, and high powered
transmitters which have already
carried this information over five
million miles.
This information should be obtainable for about four more months,
and. If the instrumentation survives
the rigors of space traveL It should
again be available In 1963.
Ths brief summary is an indication that, even though manned
space flight is the ideal to be
sought, nevertheless modern technology can make much valuable
information available to the world
now.
Space travel at the present
time carries much of the romantic
appeal of exploration but at the
same time it is finally dedicated to austere scientific investigation. Instruments now and man
later will be sent where they have
never been before and will come
back with new knowledge. The
prospect is exciting to the layman
and scientists alike. Vast sums
of money will be spent and probably some lives will be lost but
the benefits to mankind will be
enormous.
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Editorially Speaking

Look 'Outside'!
This issue is dedicated to a discussion of United States
foreign policy in eight major areas of the world.
Our contributing writers have explained the policies,
cited the major problems that exist today, and advanced what
are in their respective opinions, the most probable solutions.
Also included in the issue are articles concerning the
outer space race and world communications, two topics of
great importance in any discussion of the present world situation.
It has been the News's policy to place almost complete
emphasis on coverage of campus events. This is due to space
limitations, the availability to students of several metropolitan daily newspapers, and difficulties incurred in trying to
stay abreast of world happenings on a semi-weekly publication
schedule.
Despite these very good reasons for focusing on the local
situation, we have not lost sight of our responsibility to keep
an eye on "the world outside." This issue is acknowledgement
of that responsibility.
The News takes this opportunity to extend its appreciation
to those persons who have contributed to the issue. Through
their efforts we are able to present a searching, informative,
and up-to-date look at the world picture, in considerable depth.

Watch For Our
12-Page Anniversary Issue May 19

On Campus

with

Author of "I Wai a Teen-age Dwarf,"The Many
IAHXI of I)obie Maw", etc.)

A GUIDE FOR THE LOVELESS
(ipntlrincn, tulip warning. June in almost ii|«>n UH June, the
month of linden. Iluvr. you got yourx yet? If not, don't depptiir. You don't have to lie rich or handsome to got a girl. All
you have In In- ia kind, cniiH.denit**, thoughtful, and obliging—
in short, a gentleman.
For example, don't ever call n girl for a date at the laat minute. Alwayn give her plenty of advance notice —like three
months for n coke date, nix months for a movie, a year for a
prom, two years for a public execution. Thin HIIOWH the girl that
she is not your second or third choice ami also gives her ample
time to Helect her continue.
And when you ask for a date, do it with a bit of Old World
gallantry. A poem, for instance, is always sure to plcaac A
young lady, like this.
/ think you're cute,
Daphne La France.
I'll put on a suit,
And take i/ou lo a dance.
In the unlikely event Clint you don't know any girls named
Daphne IJI France, try this:
/ think you're cute,
Winifred Jopp.
I'll put on a suit,
And take you to a hop.
In the extremely unlikely event that you don't know a Winifred Jopp either, try this:
/ think !/<»i'n eute,
ImM Vralt.
77/ put on a ami,
A nd take you to a ball.

\

^Wc&y^jirT*
If there is no Isabel l'nill, Winifred Jopp, or Dapline I*
France on your campus, it is quite obvious why you've had
trouble finding chiton all year: you've enrolled in an all-male
■chool, you old silly I
Next let us take up the question of etiquette once you are
out on a date with Isnliel, Winifred, or Daphne. The first thing
you do, naturally, is to offer the young lady a Miirllmro. lie
sure, however, to offer her an enfirr Marlboro - not just a
Marlhoro butt. Marlboro butts an' good of course, but whole
Marlboro* are hotter. You get an extra inch or two of fine
flavorful tobacco—and I mean flavorful. l)o you think flavor
went out when filters came in? Well, you've got a happy surprise coming when you light a Marlboro. This one really delivers the goods on flavor, and when you hand Isabel, Winifred,
or Daphne a whole, complete, brand-new MnrlNn-o, she will
know how highly you regard and res)>cct her, and she will grow
sniaty and weak with gratitude, which is very important when
you take her out to dinner, because the only kind of coed a
college man can afford to feed is a weak and misty coed. Latest
statistics show that a coed in a normal condition eats one and
a half times her own weight every twelve hours.
At the end of your date with Isabel, Winifred, or Daphne,
make certain to get her home by curfew time. That is gentlemanly. Do not leave her at a bus stop. That is rude. Deliver
her right to her door and, if possible, stop the car when you are
dropping her off.
The next day send a little thank-you note. A poem is best.

Iikethi.:
Far a tconderful evening, many thonki,
I label, Winifred, or Daphne.
I'll take you out for some more merry prankt
Next Saturday if you'll haph me.
nmtiHiii

•

•

*

We can't live you rhyme but we'll girt you good reason mhm
you'll enjoy Marlboro and Marlboro'i untllttred companion
cigarette, Philip Morrii. One word M«« It all: Kavor.

Disarmament Problem Large Barrier
Between Russia And The Free World
By Dr. Jacqueline E. Tlmm
Associate Professor of Political Science

As Russia seems finally to
be approaching an attitude of
agreement on disarmament,
Americans are trying to take
a realistic look at the world
situation. Is peace to replace
the cold war with its alternate freezes and thaws, or is it to
be still more mir? This is the fundamental question between the
United
States
and Russia.
On Dec. 2.1,
19511, President
Eisenhower, in
lighting the
"Pageant
of
Peace"
tree
said: "Peace on
earth —. good
will toward
men; peace with
justice for all
Dr. Tlmm
men." To Amercans, peace means "an enduring
international stability that will
ease men's minds and let the world
get on with its work."
Mir. the Russian word for peace.
as uud by Nlkita Khrushchev, the
Premier of Russia, moans an ab■onco of outright hostilities, but
a wrought up situation In which ho
can add chunks of geography lo
tho Communist domain.
Moth men have been seeking
world support. President Eisenhower, who seems determined to
end his t'-rm of office with the
establishment of peace, thus far,
(April 21) has traveled 45,000
miles in K months with at least
85,000 more miles still ahead of
him. Everywhere he has preached
the gospel of peace and it has
been received with joy by his host
nations Khrushchev, too, has been
travelingHe
has
completed
40,000 miles with an additional
20,000 planned. His objectives are
to force an abandonment of United States bases abroad and to eli
minate or to reduce American
troops in Western Europe. President Eisenhower is determined not
to yield on these two issues.

frankly, none is in sight. And none
will be made unless it suits Soviet
objectives. On April 20, the Soviet
Union rejected the American proposals for disarmament and con*
trol. Valerian Znrin, chief delegate
to the Disarmament Conference,
labeled them "shopworn," not "sufficiently attractive." On April 8,
Zorin asked for a solemn pledge
from the nuclear powers never to
be the first to use nuclear wen.
pons. Suppose an agreement is
reached at the Paris summit meeting, May 16, or shortly thereafter.
According lo a summary of Janu
ary 17. 1958. 3 American presi
denle spent 39 days talking wllh
Soviet premiere. 9 American tec
retarie* of state gave 429 days to
discussion! with Sovlot lorelgn rain.
islers. Tho rosulls were: tho 379
meelings resulted In tho Austrian
poaco troaly; of 40 agreements
made only 3 haro boon kopt by
tho Russians.
The American record on obser
vance of treaties and other agreements, on keeping faith is known.
We do not engage in double talk.
While a dictator can engage indefinitely in a sham foreign po
licy, public opinion in a democratic
country wll not tolerate a prolonged policy of diplomatic duplicity. In addition, the United
States must consider its allies:
London, Paris. Honn.
Experts are agreed that even
if Russia made a treaty on nuclear testing, it could evade detec-

tion and control. In the first place,
aerial reconnaissance would be of
no value in checking on obedience
to the ban. The Senate House
Atomic Energy Committee was
told that there is a 99-1 chance
of Russian evasion. Difficulties
in setting up an effective control
system in Russia include: picking
sites for seismographs undisturbed
by man-made noises, strong winds
cutting down range of seismographs, thousands of earthquakes
annually in Russia being used to
conceal a teat, inaccuracy of Russian maps making pinpointing of
a test impossible, and possible
sabotage of the control stations
or their communications networks.
What American delegate Frederick Eaton called Russia's obsessive secrecy is a stumbling block
for or to any real confidence in
Soviet offers.
Ono more example will bo glren
of Iho difficulty of putting faith
In Iho Sovlot goTemment. As a
result of Iho Camp David talks.
C larles Bohlon negotiated wllh
Ambassador Mikhail Monshlkov on
settlement of Iho Sovlot load lease
dobt of World War II. Tho United
Slatos had extended 911 billion
worth of wartime aid to Russia.
Wo asked that Russia ropay only
tho amount on goods remaining al
tho closo of hostilities. This was
estimated at 93.9 billion. Aftor
many meelings. tho United Slatos
roducod tho amount to 9900 million.
Tho Soviet's highest offer was 9300

Africa Clamors For Independence
With Emergence Of Nationalism

By Dr. Stuart R. Glvons
Assistant Profossor of History
The continent of Africa is as
varied racially, culturally, geographically, religiously, and poliitically as any area in the world.
It is an era four times the size
of the continental United States
with a population of approximately
250 million people. Therefore, it
is impossible for the United States
to have any set foreign policy toward such a diversified region in
Berlin is considered by most which it maintains forty some dip
lomatic
and conauthorities as the "main baro
sular posts.
meter" of the relations between
In spite of
Russia and the West. Khrushchev
wants Berlin for the Communists this great variation, there are
while the Western Powers are
at least four
united against such a move. On
March 10, I960, President Eisen- general aspects
of present-day
hower declared: "We have no in
tention of forgcttng our rights Africa which viconcern
or of deserting a free people." tally
The United States will not "be the United States.
These
are:
rights."
the role of AfDr. Glvoni
Disarmament has been a dream rica in the Cold
of Americans for the past 40 yearB. War; the emergence of nationaToday the Russians are proposing lism and the demands for indea moratorium on nuclear bomb pendence: the question of racial
tests, including those made under- differences; and the power of an
ground; prohibition of the use of Afro-Asian Bloc in the United
nuclear weapons; reduction of Nations and the world. Let us
manpower) cuts in military bud- briefly explore these four areas.
gets; unrestricted aerial reconnaisPrime Dofondor
sance over a European area bound
The Cold War has been raging
ed by Madrid, Athens, Riga, and for more than 12 years and has led
London, and a Pacific area includ- the United States into the poeiing Western United States and t ion of being the prime defender
Eastern Russia; and total prohibi
of the West. As such, America has
tion of all war gases, cultures of attempted to prevent the spreatl
lethal germs, and other weapons of communism and, at the same
of chemical and bacterial warfare. time, win allies. In this struggle
Americans would llko to bollovo
Africa is actually and potentially
that at last disarmament will beimportant to the United States for
como a roallty. but a quick glance
several reasons. The continent
at history shows that whllo Amerimakes up one-fifth of the earth's
ca has disarmed, other countries
land surface and, in addition, lies
have armed. In 1941 tho United
on the flank of Europe. Its western
Stales laced Its Poarl Harbor, tho
tip at Dakar points directly at the
1950 It stood In Korea—unprepared.
Western Hemisphere. Moreover, it
Each time II was dloarmod. bul not
lies astride the main lines of trade
Its enemies.
and communication between Europe
According to Khrushchev, "the and the East. The mineral and
Soviet Union has repeatedly sub- food production of Africa is vital
mitted detailed and perfectly rea
to our allies in Europe and, as
liatic proposals for disarmament." time passes, might well become
However, in January, 1960, in equally important for America. In
speaking before the Supreme So- world production, Africa supplies
viet, he stated "the balance of the following: diamonds (98 per
power has shifted from West to cent); palm oil, sisal, cacao (66
East," and he placed great empha(per cent); gold (60 (per cent);
sis on Russia's "strashnoye orux- chrome and uranium (50 (per
hiye," a fantastic weapon. Since cent); manganese and phosphate
then he has offered to Cuba
(33 per cent); coffee (22 per
"friendly and selfless assistance in cent); and copper (20 per cent).
attaining independence from coNationalism Growth
lonialism." His Colonel S. Tsyrfa
A second factor in Africa is the
has declared that since the Unit- rapid growth of nationalism and
ed States no longer possesses mili- the incessant demand for indetary and technical supremacy, it pendence. While one of the historic
is "senseless for the United States positions of the United States has
to maintain bases around the been that of championing freeworld." Of special interest to the dom, it has long been a policy to
Russians are our 250,000 ground deal only with established governtroops, 100,000 airmen, and 15,000 ments. This situation often places
seamen in Europe. These are not the United States in a awkward
the words of leaders bent on position.
"peace based on a moral and ethiSince much of the continent is
cal concept" but rather mir, "an under the control of
European
agitated, political state of affairs states, most of which ironically
that will place the advantage with are allies of America in the North
Russia."
Atlantic
Treaty
Organization,
Now, what is the record of dis- America finds it difficult to take
armament and Russia? As of April, a stand when struggles for greater
1960, after 693 meetings, 1,400 rights or freedom develop between
hours of talk, and 15 million words, the people of Africa and their
tho world has no agreement and European governments.

It would seem wise for the
United States to remain aloof from
such situations, except where the
territory is held as a United
Nations Trust. At4he same time,
America could and should proffer
increased amounts of financial and
technical help to these areas
through governmental and private
chnnnels, so that they might have
a sounder basis for development no
matter what occurs politically.
'Soft Soil' Approach
As Africn continues to develop,
the primary opportunity for the
United States would seem to be to
hold its people to the west through
an intelligent program which would
make generous provision for them
and yet be bused largely on what
their needs are, rather than our
aspirations for them. In the terms
of Madison Avenue, a "soft sell"
approach would seem to be the
advisable one.
The question of national growth
is further complicated in parts of
Africa by the problem of race. In
some areas the European is dominant in almost all respects except
numbers and. because of his traditional dominance and economic
involvement, he finds it difficult
to surrender or share this position
with the native African. This problem is currently most acute in the
Union of South Africa. The United
States is restricted in acting in
these questions, unless flagrant violations of human rights occur, by
our traditional policy and that also
of the United Nations of noninterference in the internal affairs
of other nations. In this sphere of
opportunity it would seem that a
long-range policy of maintaining
and proclaiming the right of all
human beings is called for.
Equality And Inequality
Such proclamations must be
coupled with continuing efforts in
the United States to increase the
opportunities and assure the legal
rights of all people in our own
country, for, as Vice President
Nixon has stated, "we cannot talk
equality to the peoples of Africa
and Asia and practice inequality
at home."
Allied to the questions of nationalism and racial tensions is the
emergence in world affairs of an
Afro-Asian bloc. The first concrete
manifestation of this was seen in
a conference held in 1955 at Bandung, Indonesia. From that time to
the present, the native leaders of
Africa have felt that their colonial
background, economic needs, and
future aspirations and security tie
them closely to the nations of Asia.
The tendency has been for these
nations to assume a neutralist position in the world, forming, or hoping to form, a third force in international affairs. While this
alarms the United States militarily,
there is much value in having these
nations at least neutral.
Here again, the challenge for
America is not to induce them actively into the western camp, but
rather by example, aid, and action
to win the loyalty and build the
well being of Africa to a degree
that in times of stress or decision,
support of the West will seem the
logical and best alternative.

million, and that was coaplod with
an insistence on long-torts credits
from Iho Unltod States as well as
tariff reductions.
Khrushchev insists that only
one road leads to peace: peaceful
coexistence. What does he mean
by this? He says it means a "renunciation of interference in the
internal affairs of other countries
with the object of altering their
system of government or mode of
life or for any other motives. The
doctrine of peaceful coexistence
a'so presupposes that political and
economic relations between countries are to be based upon complete equality of the parties concerned, and on mutual benefit."
We question whether the RussianCuban agreement on sugar exactly
fits this definition. He concludes
that the way.to reduce tension and
lurther peaceful coexistence is
"to do away with the aftermath
of the Second World War and to
conclude a peace treaty with the
two German states."
President Eisenhower declares
that coexistence is not enough.
"An uneasy coexistence could be
as barren and sterile, joyless and
stale as life for human beings as
cell mates in a penitentiary or
a labor camp." Coexistence on
Russian terms certainly would not
spell out peace as Americans desire it.
Khrushchev's attempts to divide
tho allies have not as yet boon
successful. Chancellor Adenauer
has boon assured that tho American flag will remain in Berlin. Wo
are committed to keeping our troops
In Europe. Franco has not yielded
to Khrushchev's blandishments.
What should he the American
policy to promote peace? First, we
would suggest that a free world
depends upon a strong America.
We cannot afford, neither for ourselves nor those nations who depend upon us, to disarm without
adequate guarantees that the Soviet Union will do likewise. We
must restrain our gullibility and
insist on proof of good faith by
the Soviet Union. We should require an effective policing of a
nuclear test ban, a foolproof inspection of armaments reduction,
and a genuine atmosphere of peace.
Until the Soviet Union abandons
the techniques of the big lie,
broken promises, the double cross,
we must be on guard.
We must continue our aid to
underdeveloped countries. As they
are developed and become strong,
there will be a better world at
mnsphere which in turn will promote peace. We should be willing
to talk and to negotiate so that,
should the Soviet Union have a
real change of heart, we shall be
ready to participate. As President
Hi- Gaule said, the fate of the
entire free world rests mainly on
its strength. The United States,
of necessity, will have to furnish
much of this strength. A weak free
world means mir or even outright
hostilities.

The Next StepExpress Ideas
(Continued from page 1)
ing between America and other
peoples. But it is our obligation,
as well as these leaders', to understand what is going on elsewhere,
and to add out bit toward world
understanding.
Not only must we inform ourselves about these world affairs,
we must also take the next step—
that of expressing our ideas and
attitudes on these questions to our
elected leaders; and, strange or
not, these leaders do welcome intelligent discussions of these problems by their constituency. If this
is to be continued as a democracy,
this expressed attitude of every
American is a major concern of
every elected official.
The electronic and technical advances of mass communications
can bring the news and information to you, but if it is to have
any real meaning, each American
must make use of that information
intelligently, and translate that
considered opinion to his leaders.
Only then can we Mty that we
have communicated effectively in
the interest of a better, peaceful
world.
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US Must Improve Its Position In Latin America
The Good Neighbor Policy ended
much of this: at the Inter-AmeriConference in Montevideo in
There has been a peneral can
1933 the United States joined in
deterioration cf United States denouncing the policy of armed in-Latin American relations tervention for the collection of
in 1934 the United States
since World War II owing pri- debts;
ended its virtual protectorate over
marily to the belief on the Cuba by favoring the omission of
part of the United States that the Platt Amendment from the
Latin America did not figure pro- Cuhan Constitution; in 193G when
minently in Cold War problems. Mexico nationalized its petroleum
In the post-war years the United resources there was no landing of
States concentrated its efforts in Marines, only the simple recognithose
areas tion that, given the payment of
where the threat just compensatien. Mexico was cxof
Communist erc'sing its sovereign rights.
Rtachei Capacity
take - over was
The Latin American war efmost apparent
fort
was
as
thorough going
and was oblithe
organizational
capaciged to neglect as
the nt-eds of ties of those states, could
ni ike it, and it was unselfish.
areas where A
Limited in its ability to gear
merican
interests seemed re- to an all-out effort, Latin A
meriea gave what it could in nalatively secure.
tural and human resources. While
Consequently,
Dr. ftm.rlnge.
g^
^^ increasing its own production, it
policy with regard to Latin Ameripostponed projects for internal development and reduced to a minica was influenced by an attitude
of complacency and it failed to mum non-essential demands for
take advantage of favorable rela- United States goods. The war eftions south of the border that had
fort was to produce a strong, rebeen improving steadily since the gional, collective security organiearly 1930s. The Good Neighbor zation, the Organization of American States, based upon the Rio
Policy of President Franklin RoosePact of 1947 that hail converted
velt had gone a long way toward
the Monroe Doctrine into a multiremoving the feat of the I.atin
American republics toward their lateral instrument. The sacrifices
big. northern neighbor, and Latin of the American republics resulted
American confidence and prestige in genuine political and cultural
had grown during the Second unity, but unfortunately the probWorld War as a result of the ef- lems of the post-war world were
fective contribution the Latins
primarily economic.
made to the victory of the United
The fact that a bright, new era
Nations.
for Latin America failed to materialize after World War II was atCreate* Understanding
tributed to America's foreign nid
The Good Neighbor Policy was
program. The bulk of American
instrumental in bringing about new
understanding in the Western aid went for Kuropean recovery,
Hemisphere and paved the way for and Ijitin Americans were disillusioned as they received almost
close cooperation during the second World War. Before 1930. the nothing and saw large sums go to
former enemy powers. Moreover,
American record in Latin America justified the fears of the south- the American foreign aid programs
ern republics. The United States caused a serious dollar shortage in
the post-war world which placed
had acquired territory, established
protectorates, fostered unrestrain- added burdens on the economies of
ed economic penetration, and. using the Latin American states.
Political Stability Lost
Theodore Roosevelt's interpretaThe failure of economic develoption of the Monroe Doctrine, intervened in Latin American internal ment in Latin America after rosy
promises during the war contriaffairs whenever financial troubles
buted to political instability, and
in those republics threatened Euan increasing number of Latin
ropean interference.
By Dr. Cbartoa D. Amorinqar
Instructor In History

American states fell under dictatorial regimes. In addition, when
American foreign aid finally came
to Latin America in 1947 it was
the wrong kind. Under mutual
security arrangements, the United
States, in an effort to strengthen
the free world, gave military aid
and assistance to friendly nations.
While this aid was well inten
tioned, it had setieus results in
Latin America. The arms were to
be used against external aggression only, but it turned out that
whenever such dictators us Rafael
Trujillo of the Dominican Republic. Fulgeneio Hatista of Cuba, or
Marcos Perez-Jimenez of Venezuela wanted to intimidate their opposition or suppress a rebellion
they used American planes, tanks,
and carbines. Communist agitators
were quick to assert that the United States supported dictatorships.
The effectiveness of this propaganda was demonstrated when
Vice President Nixon faced a jeering, stone-throwing, spitting mob
in Caracas in May, 1968.
Riots Restore Interest
In the wake of the Nixon riots
has come renewed interest in Latin
America and the realization that
America has been running grave
risks in its own backyard. In fact,
the anti- America demonstrations
during the Vice President's trip in
1958 were not the only evidences
of trouble in Latin America. In
1964 the government of Jacobo
Arbenz in Guatemala showed every
sign of Communist infiltration; in
1950 Brazilian Communists sought
vainly to block the establishment
of United States missile tracking
stations on Brazilian soil; more re
rently. Panamanians have protested American control over the
Panama Canal and in Cuba the
Fidel Castro government has been
aggressively unfriendly.
In response to these and to other
less dramatic danger signs, the
United States has recently participated in the creation of an InterAmerican Bnr.k for Development.
Dr. Milton F.iscnhnwer, the President's brother, was instrumental
in this giant stride in the right
direction. And President Kisenhower, himself, undertook to mend
some fences by visiting South
America in March, although Unstress he placed during his trip
on private investment revealed no

an effort to bring Castro into line,
such as the alteration of sugar
quotas, would make a martyr out
of the bearded leader and lend
validity to charges that Vanqui
imperialism is still operative. Illconceived action against Castro
could cause serious problems for
the friends of the United States
south ox the border, whereas It is
possible that a rapprochement can
be effected with Castro as he finds
himself isolated in Latin America
and as his revolution mellows.
It is imperative for the United
Castro Stirs Turmoil
During 1959 Castro kept the States to make judicious use of
Caiihbean in turmoil with his bold the next few years in Latin Amerassertion that his revolution re- ica, for, while 111 Latins are still
mained unfinished until all dic- aligned with the West in the search
for a better world, the position of
tators were eliminated in Latin
America. On the other hand, the the Soviets is improving. The
hypercritical attitude of segments Inter-American Bank must be supof the Amerienn press, neither ap- ported fully and the operations of
preciating the legacy of history on the Fixport-lmpurt Bank mainthe Latin American mind nor the tained, in order to counter enticing
vanity of Castro, has provoked the economic deals recently offered the
Latins by Russia. Latin Americans,
Cuban leader's attacks and even
driven him into the arms of Com- themselves, can tlo an excellent job
munists, who at least offer a of promoting democracy and undershoulder on which to cry. Some standing, but in order to acpampering early in the game might complish this the United States
have worked wonders with Castro. must liberalize its immigration
Rut despite Castro's denuncia- laws and invite promising Latin
tions, he has failed to assume the leaders of divergent political leanings to visit and study in the Unit,
leadership of any "third force" for
Latin America. In fact, he has ed States.
alienated such recognized Latin
America's Press
American liberals as Romulo BetOne
of
America's
greatest
ancourt of Venezuela, Luis Munoz- strengths is its free press, but if
Marin of Puerto Rico, and Joae
it is to be really effective it must
Figueres of Costa Rica. In March, also be responsible. I-ast year
1959, less than three months after Time published an article on BoliCastro's victory, former Costa via that it had not adequately
Ririin President Figueres address- checked-out mid the result was two
ed Cuban labor in Havana. Fig- days of anti-American rioting in
ueres freely admitted that Latin
La Paz. The American people have
America had grievances against
much to gain by recognizing the
the United States, but he warned
OAS as a potent force for demothat solutions must be sought with- cracy; it keeps the peace, promotes
in the hemisphere in order not to cultural ties, and endeavors to Imfracture free world solidarity and prove the standard of living in
undermine United States efforts in the Americas through its specialthe F.nst-West struggle.
ized agencies.
Diatribe Influences Herter
While the United States may reBefore Figueres could finish, II ceive less recognition for technical
Castro lieutenant interrupted him nid rendered through OAS, such
with a six-minute diatribe, and assistance has fewer political overwhen the Costa Ricnn sat down
tones, promotes mutual respect,
Castro spoke for two hours to demand the United States in the long
onstrate that he did not understand
run will be the beneficiary of betFigueres' statesmanship. These cirter conditions. The improvement of
cumstances have clearly influenced
America's position in Latin AmerSecretary of State Christian Herica is not beyond reach, but the
ter, who is carrying out a policy of
United States will have to exert
patience. Mr. Herter realizes that every effort to achieve it.

responsibility for free world leadership. He has reopened old
wounds, has refused to acknowledge the improved status of interAmerican affairs, and has repudiated the support and sympathy
he received from Americans during
his two-year struggle against
Batista. The severity of his treatment of former enemies and the
growing absolutism of his regime,
udded to the impetuous manner in
which he has carried out his reforms, has shocked Americans.

CASTRO CONTROL — Fidel Cailro
tested his pitching control when he
threw out the first ball ol the opening
game of the International League season In Havana. Castro's Iron-listed control of Cuba presently Is the lublect of
much concern policy-wise.
sense of urgency and the Latin
Americans were keenly disappointed.
While private investment has a
rait t'i play, it is not the kind of
aid Latin Americans want and it
raises delicate political issues.
Latin Americans realize that private investors are not interested in
the long-term, developmental projects they have in mind, nor are
the aims of private capital compatible with their quasi-socialistic
programs. These programs, in efI'eet, narrow the opportunities for
investment and seek to keep wealth
within the respective republics.
Moreover, the association in Latin
American minds of private investment with i*ri"(iiii imperialism
makes it very unpopular below the
Rio Grande and exposes friendly
governments then' to extremist
agitation. This circumstance has
been further complicated by the
at'itude of the Revolutionary Government of Cuba.
It is unfortunate that many of
the legitimate aims of Latin America have Itcen given dramatic express" n by the often irresponsible
Fidel Castro of Cuba. Fidel Castro
has reflected the post-war disillusionment of I.atin America
without appreciating America's

lack Of Information* Presents Threat To US-Canadian Relationship
By Dr. Lowry B. game*
Chairman. Geography Department
To the north of the United
States lies the Dominion of
Canada, a self-Rovprninjr unit
in the British Commonwealth
of Nations. It is one of the
largest countries of the earth
in area, being exceeded in gross
size only by the Soviet Union and
China, but in population it is
equalled or surpassed by more
than two dozen
countries. The
total population
of Canada is
comparable to
that of
New
York State or
Calif o r n i a .
These facts may
appear
irrelevant to our subject but they do
help to explain
Dr. Xomii
some of our relations with Canada.
Canada's economic development
has been handicapped by a number
of unfavorable physical conditions.
Less than 10 per cent of the
country is useful for crop production; the remainder is too rugged,
too dry, too poorly drained, or
has a short growing season, thin
rocky soil or permanently frozen
subsoil. In spite of her low percentage of crop land Canada does
have enough arable land to permit the production of an agricultural surplus for export. Canada
is one of the world's leading exporters of wheat
Other resources which contribute to Canada's well-being are
forests, minerals, and fish. Only
the Soviet Union has a greater
area of coniferous forest than Canada and the country ranks among
the leading countries of the earth
in the productivity of her mines
and fisheries. With such an abundance and variety of natural resources and such a small population Canada has an exceptionally
favorable mainland ratio and has
been able to maintain a standard
of living comparable to that of
the United States and superior to
that of any European country.
Canada and tlie United States
are sometimes referred to collectively as Anglo-American, while
the 20 countries which lie to the
south of us are spoken of as Latin
America. This division of the
Americas suggests a similarity of

origin and culture which sets Canada and the United States apart
from the other countries of the
Western Hemisphere.
The international boundary between the United States and Canada divides Anglo America anproximately in half. This boundary,
like scores of other international
boundaries, has no geographic basis for its existence. Eastward
from the Lake of the Woods to
the Atlantic Ocean the boundary
is determined largely by the Great
Lakes and several rivers.
Such boundaries are quite numerous throughout the world but
it Is commonly recognised that a
navigable waterway functions best
and serves Its hinterland most effectively If II Is located within a
country rather than serving as the
boundary between countries. Westward (ram the Lake of the Woods
to the Pacific coast, the forty-ninth

parallel marks the International
boundary. Parallels and meridians
are quite common as boundaries
but this Is the longest such boundary on the earth.
These geographically unsound
boundaries, as well as the boundary between Alaska and Canada,
ran he explained partially by the
fart that the original negotiations
leading to their establishment were
carried on between the United
States and Kngland and between
Russia and F.ngland. Except for
minor adjustments, the present
land boundaries of Canada were established before Canada attained
the status of a dominion and secured the right to settle her own affairs with other nations. Despite
the fact that Canada had practically no part in the establishment of
her international boundaries they
have proven to be as stable and
secure as any international boun-

daries on earth.
Another significant quality of
the United States-Canadian border
is the ease with which it is crossed.
no international boundary on
earth is easier to cross and none
is crossed by more people or a
ureater quantity of economic goods
than is the boundary between the
United States and Canada. An
average of considerably mure than
one million people cross this border each week. It is estimated that
Canadians spend more money in
the United States than the Ameri
cans spend in Canada. One explanation for this is suggested hy
the fact that a winter vacation
in Miami costs more than a fishing trip in the Canadian wilderness.
It is to be expected that where
two nations as strong, progressive
and complex as the United States
and Canada face each other across

a long, undefended and non-geographic border, there will be many
problems. It has already been
pointed ouL that the numerous
minor adjustments in the boundary
lines were made by direct negotiation between the United States
and England. An umazing number
and variety of other problems have
required direct negotiations between our two countries.
These problems have been concerned with fishing rights In the
Great Lakes and In both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, the capture of fur seals, the protection of
migratory waterfowl, the diversion
of water from the Great Lakes
and the pollution of water In the
lakes, water power development
at Niagara Falls, along the St.
Lawrence and on the St. John River,
the maintenance and regulation of
traffic on the St. Lawrence and the
Great Lakes system, the allocation

of radio wave lengths and television channels, tariff policies and
other trade regulations. Imbalance
of trade between the two countries
and failure of the United States to
take Canada Into Its confidence
when negotiating with foreign
powers.
This is not intended to be a
complete list of the problems which
concern the two countries but it
is suggestive of the great variety
of problems to be dealt with.
It is probable that one of the
greatest causes of misunderstanding between Canada and the Unit
ed States is the lack of information which exists. One evidence
of such lack is found in the fact
that following the Second World
War an American congressman
seriously proposed that the United States take over Canada from
England in payment of the British
(Continued on page 6)

Old European Domination Fades As 'Young Giants' Rise
By Dr. Edward S. Claflin
Associate Professor of Political Science
A hundred years ago Europe
dominated the world. All the
"Great Powers" were European
nations. They had colonies in all
parts of the globe and their influence extended everywhere. Europe was paramount, not only politically, but in industry and finance, in the arts and sciences.
Today the two young giants,
the United States and Russia (the
latter only partly European geography and culture), overshadow "old" Europe,
western
Europe. In the
Far East another giant, China,
is in the throes
of a rebirth. Old
Europe has
clearly lost its
primacy. Great
Britain, France
Dr. Claflin
and
Germany
have become second-rate powers.
Yet is would be a great mistake
to "write off" these nations and
their smaller neighbors. In industry, in science, in armament*, they
are 3till important Their combined steel production, for example,
—a key index of industrial strength
—is probably still greater than

that of Russia. Their peoples are
much more numerous, and at least
equally skilled. Their scientists
and engineers are doing outstanding work. One of them, Great Britain, is a "nuclear power"; France,
is on the way to becoming one.
It is, therefore, a perfectly sound
policy and one followed by both
Democratic and Republican administrations, to preserve as much of
this area as possible from falling
under Soviet domination and control. A Soviet empire stretching
from the Pacific to the Atlantic is,
to say the least, a frightening prospect. This quite apart from the
importance of preserving the center of Western civilization from the
blighting stultification of Communist "thought control." Whether
our efforts at the "containment"
of th? Russian colossus have been
as energetic and effective as they
might, is, or course, another question.
In implementing this containment policy we should certainly
prefer to aid only those European
countries that have continued to
follow the liberal tradition but we
must recognize, I think, that it
may be necessary to befriend and
support nations whose political
philosophy and way of life are
alien to our own. This we must
accept. It is no less important to

our security to preserve the independence of Spain or Yugoslavia
simply because they are not democracies. It is not Communism
that is the danger so much as
Russia. And while undoubtedly all
Communist governments tend to
follow Moscow's leadership, the
example of Tito shows that this is
by no means inevitable. We must,
therefore, not allow our counsels
to be clouded by ideological smoke,
but stand ready to support any
government ready, willing and able
to defend itself against Russian
imperialism.
Friendship and aid to Russia's
border satellites (Poland, for example) is another matter. Located
as they are, on the Soviet doorstep,
only in the most favorable circumstances could it be hoped that they
night be anything but Russia puppets.
But though the policy of keeping
the "Iron Curtain" as far to the
Fast as possible is a sound, indeed
almost inevitable one, it should not
be applied in a rigid and dogmatic
way. The refusal to retreat from
an untenable position can be as
costly in diplomacy as in war.
Berlin, completely surrounded hy
East German territory, appears to
be such a position. If the Communists should, as they have in 1he
past and threaten to again, block

access to it, we could very easily
he confronted with the uncomfortable choice of either making a
humiliating surrender or taking
the first aggressive step in what
would probably be World War III.
Would it not be better to withdraw
now when we might get something
in exchange, then have to face this
awful dilemma later? Certainly
there ore many good reasons why
we should like to defend the freedom of West Berlin. There were
also many good reasons why we
should have liked to support the
Hungarian rebellion of 1950. But
the cost must be counted in the
one case as it was in the other.
Likewise the policy of containment should be tempered, or perhaps better to say, complemented,
by efforts to reduce friction and
hostility with Russia wherever
possible. I am quite aware that
many people regard this as a fools'
game. They are convinced that the
Russian goal is world revolution or
world domination (which, by the
way, might not necessarily be the
same thing), that this goal is irrevocably fixed for all time, and
that the Soviets will simply take
advantage of any friendly approaches on our part to get us to
"lower our guard" the better to
deliver a telling and treacherous

blow.
Certainly the men in the Kremlin are not likely to be mistaken
for either Santa Claus or Saint
Francis of Assisi. But I am not
persuaded that this means you
can't "do business" with them—
provided you do it from a "position
of strength" and don't place to
much reliance on written agreement. Khrushchev and his cohorts
are not mad fanatics; nor presumably, are they any more enchanted by the prospect of mutual
nuclear annihilation than we. In
many areas, including controls on
nuclear weapons, we need not rely
on their generosity or humanitarianism or good will as a basis for
cooperation; enlightened self-interest will be inducement enough.
Besides, as Mr. Dulles once pointed
out, if there are risks in making
agreements with the Russians,
there may be even greater risks in
NOT making agreements. To allow
the present hostility and tension
between the two super-powers to
continue to build up, with its accompanying competition in devising ever more frightful methods of
mass slaughter and destruction is
to run a very great risk indeed.
Hence for "You can't do business
with Communists," I would subsi(Continued on page 6)
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Recognition Of Red China Is A Controversial Question
By Dr. Vlroinlu B. Plait
ProtMaor ol HUlory
American relations with Southeast Asia are so conditioned by
our relations, or lack of them,
with Communist China that any
discussion of our Southeast Asian
policy must begin on the Main
land. There are three basic policies regarding Communist China
which we established in 1949-50
and which have been supported by
the Eisenhower administration and
especially by John Foster Dulles,
late Secretary
of State. They
are: (1) nonrecognition of
Red China; (2)
non - admission
of Red China to
the United Nations; (.1) military and economic aid to be
continued to the
Nationalist GoDr. Plan
vernment
of
Chiang K'ai-Hhek on Formosa, at
first on the assumption that the
reconquest of China would be
mounted from that Island.

Non-recognition was occasioned
by our firm opposition to the Communist system of government and
was rationalized on the basis of
the precedents of Wilsonian "moral" diplomacy in the non-recogni
tion of the Mexican revolutionary
government of 1914, of Soviet Russia in the years 1919-1933, and of
the government of Manchukuo in
1932. The policy ran counter to our
customary diplomatic usage nf recognition of the nV facto governments, a usage based upon the
rational necessity of doing business with existing governments.
U.S. Opposition
Opposition within this country
to non-recognition has been persistent, but. the question of recognition today is somewhat academic, due to the great probability that China would refuse to exchange ambassadors with us. Given a receptive attitude on Mao's
part, we would still find it difficult to forget that (1) Communist
China supported the North Koreans in an aggressive war; (2)
Peking still holds five Americans
on charges of espionage; (3) the
Chinese Hate-America Campaign

continues in "virulence and truculence;" (4) our commitments to
Nationalist China still stand; and
(51 the Chinese have quite obvious
expansionist ambitions in East
Asia.
Maw Srit.m Naeded
Nevertheless, some method of
negotiating with Red China more
satisfactory than the present system of "conversations" between the
United States and Chinese ambassadors to Poland is badly needen. Any disarmament agreements
that might conceivably be reached
at the Summit would be valueless
without China's concurrence, a fact
of which both the Russians and
Secretary of State Herter are
keenly aware. A solution proposed
by, among others, Chester Bowles
is the so-called Two-China policy.
We would induce Chaing K'aishek to accept the realistic fact
that he can never reconquer China,
nnd to become the head of an independent Formosa, backed by our
guarantee of territorial integrity.
Wp would favor the admission of
Red China's "People's Republic"
to the UN—assuming that in her
arrogance and recalcitrance she

would accept admission without
Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos (three
possession of Formosa—and there- succession states to French Indoby put her in a position where she China), Malaya, and Singapore.
could logically no longer ignore Holding themselves aloof from the
all UN directivea. We would en- organization are the so-called noncourage rapid expansion of Chinese alignment or neutralist powers,
trading activities in Southeast Asia India, Burma, Indonesia, and Ceyas greatly preferable to Chinese lon.
military expansion in that area.
SEATO « Powers
Secretary of State Herter, who
SF.ATO's
signatory
powers
is not the crusader that Dulles was egreed to regard attack fro.il *hc
and who is quite cool toward outside against any of them a* a
Chaing K'ai-shek, seems to be mov- common dn-.yer. and to handle ining toward a more flexible policy ternal subversion by joint consulin our relations with China. He tation on measures for the common
has not openly rejected such a det'ense. American economic aid
"Twr.-China" policy.
is given to members and "proDof.nte P.rim.ter
tected" powers bilaterally rather
Because of our problems with
than through the organization. The
China, we hive attempted to set
system seems to have helped the
up a sort of defense perimeter in
Asiatic members and "protected"
Southeast Asia. The Manila Con
states to maintain their indepenlerence of 1954 resulted in the dence.
formation r,f the Southeast Asit,
The "neutralists" were for years
Treaty Organization (SEATO). antagonistic toward the United
similar to NATO, the members of
States, largely because they rewhich are the United States, Great
garded Dulles' insistence that
Britain. France, Australia. New neutralism was "immoral" and
Zealand, Thailand, the Philip- that "if you arc not with us, you're
pines, and Pakistan. Not in the against us" ns unwarranted presorganization, but more or leaf ex- sure attempting to cause them to
plicitly "protected" by it. an South go against whut they considered

to be their national interests. They
also noted that in comparison with
the Soviet Union, we have been
niggardly in extending economic
aid.
Our position Ws-a-VM the neutralists has been considerably improved since March, 1959 because
of increasing alarm in all South
and Southeast Asia over Chinese
expansionist moves. Chinese action
in 1'ibet and on the Indian frontier
ss well as Chinese threats to support their n-tionals against the
expropriation of the property of
Chinese retailers and moneylenders
inaugurated last vear by Sukarno
in Indonesia have made many Asians suspect that Imperialism is not
necessarily always "white" imper-

■Him,

Tht Final Analysis
In the final analysis, the need
to contain Communist China's
650,000,000 people may lead to that
almos*. inconceivable eventuality,
mpprnchrmeiit between the United
States and the Soviet Union.
MEN COST LESS
In China men cost less than
draft animals for labor.

Prevention Of Communist Penetration ==A Big Goal In Middle East
By Dr. John I. Hllln.r
Instructor In Geography
The Middle East is ono of the
most diverse areas on the earth.
It extends from North Africa on
the west to Afghanistan on the
east and from the borders of the
Soviet Union in the north to the
Indian Ocean on the south. The
people for the most part are poverty stricken nnd, with the exception of a few areas, economic
opportunities for the common man
are limited.
Most Americans look on the
Middle East as
a vast area inhabited by backward Arabs w.ho
write in an un
intel 1 i g i b 1 e
script and pray
to Allah five
times a day.
This is not the
case.
Large
Dr. Hllln.r
numbers of
Turks, Iranians, Jews, and Greeks
ns well as several dozen other
groups, inhabit the Middle East
along with the Arabs. The Moslem
religion is not universal. The Arabic script is not utilized by the
Turks, the Greeks, or the Jews.
American foreign policy in the
Middle East is for the most part
a policy of ignorance of these
diversities. We, in many cases,
have not beou aware of local
P"oblems and we have not accommodated oursclvea to them. We
have not understood the thinking
of the Middle Easterners and have
made a number of costly blunders
in our dealings with the area.
Initr.il Dales Back
The interest of the United
States government in the Middle
East dates back to the early days
of the Second World War. Prior
to that time private missionary
and educational societies, Zionist
organizations, and a few oil companies had been active in the area
but their activities did nothing to
arouse the U.S. government. If
a policy decision had to be made
the U.S. state department was willing to let the British make it and
to follow their lead.
Participation in the Second
World War increased U.S. involve
ment in the Middle East. The
United States assisted in building
up the supply route to the Soviet
Union through Iran and built air
bases in the area. These actions
were regarded us emergency measures and a U.S. foreign policy did
not result from them.

The immediate postwar period
caught the United States napping.
We assumed that the Russians
would remain our allies, that
Great Britain was still a strong
and dominant world power, and
that we could follow British policy
as we had prior to the war.
First Inttrvtntlon
The United States' first major
intervention in the Middle East
was in the Palestine problem.
Our actions were taken under the
pressure of Zionist organizations
in the U.S. nnd because nf our
sympathy for the Jewish survivors
of persecutions during the 1930s
and early 1940s. In 1947 we played a leading role in securing
United Nations adoption of the
resolution recommending partition
of Palestine into a Jewish state
and an Arab .state. We later suggested an International trustee
ship. When these solutions failed,
the brief war of 1948 resulted and
the independence of Israel was pro
claimed. The U.S. immediately recognized the new government. We
supported Israel's admittance to
tho United Nations and in the
years following attempted to pre
serve peace along the armistice
lines, to promote the survival of
Israel, and to do something to diminish the bitterness of the Arabs
over our actions. Our first real
policy was thus evolved. It was
based upon sympathy, domestic
politics, and recognition that the
state of Israel had defeated the
Arab armies on the battlefield.
This policy, however, did not coy
er the area but was confined to
the new state of Israel and its
immediate neighbors.
Other facts of U.S. activities
ln the Middle East were more successful hut did not aid in the for
■nation of an area-wide policy.
We poured great amounts nf economic and military aid into Iran
and Turkey. We attempted to im
prove economic and social conditions in other sections of the Mid
die East. Turkey joined the NATO
alliance and Iraq signed a military
treaty with us. Israel, dependent
upon us for economic support, remained a friend.
Bomb Dttilopmtnl
The development of the hydrogen homb by the Soviet Union
finally forced the United State,
to adopt a more definite policy
in the Middle East. The policy has
been called the policy of containment. In it we attempted to build
a wall across the northern border
of the Middle East to keep the
Soviet Union out of the area and
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to insure the continued flow of
nil to the west. Two of our best
friends in the Middle East—Turkey and Iran- cooperated but the
\rab States resisted. Iraq finally
joined the wall-building program
and the Bagdad Pact was formed
Our policy, such as it was, sufficed until October, 195C. In that
month the invasion of Egypt by
Israel resulted in a collapse of the
policy. We were in the position of
being the chief supporter of a provoked aggressor (Israel land her
allies (Britain and France). This
position was indefensible and we
forced the invading armies to retire. Our support of their cause
was encouraging to the Arab
states hut as a result of our action
Nasser was strengthened in Egypt
and the gates were opened to possible Russian penetration in the
Middle East.
Out of this chaos in tho Middle
East a slightly different hut at

least a better stated U.S. policy
in the Eisenhower Doctrine. This
stated that the U.S. is prepared
to use its armed forces to protect
the integrity and independence of
any country in the Middle East
that requested such aid against
open armed aggression controlled
by international communism. Under this policy any country could he
protected but we were especially
interested in protecting our friends
and those countries which happen
ed to contain oil deposits. This policy resulted in the sending of
U.S. troops to Lebanon and bad
feelings toward us in such coun
tries ns Iraq and the United Arab
Republic. On the other hand, it
was viewed with favor in Turkey,
Israel, and Iran since they felt
they would benefit most from it
In summary, the present U.S.
foreign policy has two broad goals.
The first of these is the preven-

tion of Soviet penrtratinn into
the Middle East. This phase of the
policy has been partial')' success
ful in Turkey, linn, and Israel
hut a failure elsewhere. The second is the maintenance of peace
and stability.
In view of the lack of success of
the American foreign policy in the
Middle East, what changes might
he proposed?
The most significant improvement of the U.S. position in the
Middle East would result from a
change of our attitude toward the
customs, beliefs, and capabilities of
the various peoples. We have looked
down our noses at them and insulted them frequently. We have
taken the position that we know
more and can do things bett"r than
they. The successful operation of
the Suez Cnnal by the Egyptians
is only one example that Middle
Easterners are able to think and

net for themselves.
Another significant improvement
in our position in the Middle East
would result from a slightly more
realistic attitude toward the Palestine problem. We must isolate our
actions there from our own domestic politics and recognize that the
status of the Arab refugees is only
slightly better now than was the
status of the Jewish refugees of
twenty years ago.
Thirdly, we must recognize that
local problems- whether they be
Jewish, Arab, Turkish, or Iranian
- come first. These people, for the
most part, recognize the dangers
of international communism and
will meet them in their own way.
However, if wc force them into alliances and neglect local problems
—as we have done— conditions will
only worsen and the position of
the United States in the area will
be further weakened.

Uncle Sam Seen Astride 'Tiger' !n Far East Area
By Dr. Harold Van Winkle
Assistant Professor ot lournaUsm
If we want something to worry
about, let's put ourselves in Uncle
Sam's shoes. Then figure out what
we're going to do about Nation
Mist China or South Korea.
We know we are morally obligated to help protect Formosa and
South Korea against aggression by
Ued China, which means maintaining the status quo. So we lie
awake nights wondering what will
happen when the aging leaders of
those
lands
reach retire
ment age. Will
new and more
capable leadership be avail
able in those
lands, or will
chaos characterize the new era!
We know an adroit USSR will
he in there
Dr. Van Winkle
pitching for supercolossal chaos, What will w<
do?
Unavoidably and rather unwillingly involved in a number of
seemingly hopeless situations abroad, we Americans would much
rather tend to our own business
at home and let others do the same.
But we know that's impossible in
today's world—so let's consider
these facts as we mull over problems that are costing us millions
nf dollars daily:
Crittci Unaware
Fact: Critics of U.S. foreign policy sometimes forget that this
country is only partly responsible
for ita policy in international affars. Much of U.S. foreign policy
is shaped by the actions of other
countries, just as the behavior of
individuals is influenced by the
actions of persons with whom they
are associated.
Fact: Aa thinking Americans we
know that without independence
there can be no full growth—
among individuals, institutions, or
nations. We would love to see all
peoples everywhere living in freedom and independence.
Fact: The rise of fervid nationalism, especially in underdeveloped
areas of the world, may be a movement in that direction; but for
the time being it has complicated
U.S. foreign policy no end. The
stirrings of peoples in those lands
has led to the overthrow of established governments and has provided seedbeds for Communist propaganda. Demagogues and dictators have taken advantage of conditions to foster campaigns of hate
in order to secure positions of

leadership and personal aggran
dizement.
Fact: The level of leadership in
many lands is so thin that no
effective opposition is possible to
constrain thoso in power or to
replace leaders who fall.
Fact: While we Americans desire
freedom for all peoples, we recognize that responsibility is a necessary concomitant to self government. We know that granting complete self government to nations
unprepared for it is as unfair and
unwise as giving complete freedom
to an infant.
8elf-Governm.nl
Rriefly. then, the world is filled
with peoples who want self government, in order to secure a better
Hie—hut are simply not ready to
assume the responsibilities that
must accompany the exercise of
freedom. The U.S. wants to help
them achieve their dreams and is
doing what it can in this direction
without undue interference in internal political affairs. (At times
one wonders, when he reads of
fraud and malfeasance in government offices here, whether we
Americans are completely ready
for self government ourselves.)
In the heat of this continuing revolution, downtrod and uneducated peoples do not always think
clearly—-do not always distinguish
friend and foe. Communism, therefore, makes the world a battlefield for ideas, with the issue be
ing freedom or control of the
minds of mankind.
On this broad panorama of international affairs. Uncle Sam
finds his problems multiplied by
the fact that in no two countries
are conditions alike. Japan, for
example, with a well-educated population and a civilization older
than the U.S., is today undergoing
a socal revolution which some consider as far-reaching as that which
followed Perry's visit there more
than a century ago.
Rldlno A Tl«.r
The future of Formosa and
South Korea, mentioned previously, is obscure. In each of those
lands Uncle Sam is undoubtedly
"riding; a tiger," unable to get
off and yet unhappy at being on
its back.
Farther to the south, in the
Philippine archipelago, appears s
brighter picture. There one finds
living proof of America's lack of
territorial ambition and of her
desire to see that other peoples
do live in freedom and independence.
The 7,000 islands comprising

KOREA CRACKS—Two trouble ipou hold attention In the Far East Formota.
and Korea. Recent political upheavals In Seoul have resulted In virtual martial
law at mart than 100 persons were kilted In early d.monttratlont. Hoavtly uim.il
troops, backed by lankt. patroll.d the streets continually to iqu.lch antl-qov.rnm.nl rioters.
the Phillipims, once a Spanish
possession, were occupied by the
U.S. as the result of the SpanshAmerican War in 1898. In the next
10 years, the U.S. helped the
Filipinos establish a nation-wide
system of schools, achieve a common language (English), and pre
pare for self government. Gradually as natives were educated they
filled government posts, so that
by 1940 only a handful of Ameri-
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cans remained as teachers and administrators.
Independence was granted shortly after World War II and the Republic of the Philippines today
stands as a friend of the U.S. in
a suspicious world. But that independence was earned, in a training process that covered an entire
generation. And virtually all costs
were paid by Filipinos rather than
by American taxpayers.
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News Places Second
In OCNA Competition
The B-G News placed second in
1959-60 competition for best daily
college and university newspapers
in Ohio. The Ohio State Lantern
was first, and the Daily Kent Stater third.
The awards were made at the
conclusion of the annual Ohio College Newspaper Association convention, in Youngstown Friday
and Saturday. Prof. John E. Stempel, chairman of the journalism
department at Indiana University,
esrved as judge for the competition. Other daily university papers
In Ohio include the Ohio University Post and the Miami Student.
Professor Stemplc commented,
in his evaluation of the papers,
that "the B-G News seemed to have
the most diversified and broadest
news coverage of the Ohio Daily
college newspapers."

Why Didn't Someone
Tell Me

In other competition, Roger
Andrews, B-G News advertising
manager, took first place In advertisements for his ad concerning
openings on the advertising staff
of the News.
Other Bowling Green award winners included: Larry Coffman,
News editor, second place in best
sports story competition for his
account of the Delaware-Bowling
Green football game; Dave Young,
sports editor, honorable mention
in the same category for his description of the Miami-Bowling
Green football game; and Ken
Kjoller, tied for second place in
the best sports photo competition
for a football action picture.

Emergency Forces
Banquet Speaker To
Miss Engagement

Chi Os Capture
May Sing Prize
Chi Omega and Alice Prout Hall
captured first place trophies in
the seventeenth annual Association
of Women Students May Sing.
Sunday evening in the ballroom.
Proufs Charlene Holloway received the outstanding song director's
sward.
The ChiO's winning selections
were, "A Mighty Fortress Is Our
God," and "Lucky X." Ruth Johnson, song leader, accepted the
(;.—..na Ph Beta trophy from Diane Borella. Prout Hall's numbers
were "Three Little Maids" and
"I'm a Wandering Pilgrim." Melinda M a t h e w s. representing
Founders Quadrangle, awarded the
trophy to Prout.
Placing second and third in the
sorority division were Phi Mu and
Alpha Delta Pi. respectvely. In the
womens dormtory division, Harmon Hall took second place anil
Mooney Hall third.
Diane Winter, president of
AWS, was mistress of ceremonies.
Judges for the event were David
Market, Perrysburg; Jerry Reed,
Toledo; and John Swartz, Bowling
Green, choir directors.
The Ksppa Sigma Quartet and
Bob Sealander were featured entertainers. Wanda Horlocker was
general chairman of the Sing.

Because of an emergency last
Thursday evening, the Rev. Charles
I.. Harrison, assistant superintendent of the Boys Industrial School
at Lancaster, was unable to speak
at the Outstanding Greek Banquet.
Ray Marvin, Phi Delta Theta,
and Nancy Boxa, Gamma Phi Beta,
were selected as the outstanding
Greek man and woman this year.
At the ceremonies, Morrie Sanderson. Theta Chi, was awarded
the Sigma Chi trophy as the out"There has recently been a 30
standing senior Greek man, while
per cent decrease in the number of
the members of Pan Hellenic Counships using the St. Lawrence Seacil and the Inter-fraternity Counway," said Albert G. Ballert. dicil were recognised for their servrector of research for the Great
ices by these organisations.
I .:ik. a Commission. Mr. Ballert preVice President and Mrs. Ralph
G. Harshman headed the list of sented his topic "The Seaway in
Retrospect and Prospect" at the
distinguished guests at the head
student-faculty seminar, April 20.
table for the banquet Also present
Mr. Ballert explained that there
were Mr. and Mrs. Wallace W.
has been a decrease in the number
Taylor; Mrs. Eldcn T. Smith, wife
of ships using the seaway, but an
of the dean of students; Mrs. Floincrease in the number of prorence Currier, dean of women;
ducts shipped. This is because the
Joseph McNamara and Patricia
larger ships being used carry
Locker, co-chairmen of the Banquet; and Lynn Yackec and Joan greater loads.
"The seaway has helped to imGilbert, Greek Week co-chairmen.

Seminar Speaker
Cites Seaway Use
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President Names Schmeltz Dean;
To Succeed Pierce In November
May Court Elections Thursday;
Queens To Be Presented Friday

Marsh Cautions
Sun Lamp Users
"Get out in the sun rather than
under a sun lamp" is the advice of
Dr. John H. Marsh, director of the
University Health Service.
"Sun lamps should not be used
by students unless prescribed by a
doctor," he continued. "Above all,
don't go to sleep under a sun lamp.
A number of burn cases have been
reported to the Health Service
which have been caused by sun
lamps."
Polio vaccinations are still being
given to students at a cost of 75c
per shot. Parental consent is required for students under 21 year
old.
Doctor Marsh also stressed the
importance of getting enough rest
and the proper amount of sleep to
prevent illness.
pro\e the means of trade anil
transportation in the Great Lakes
region," said Mr. Ballert. He added
that the seaway was especially important to those living in that area
because it would effect them more
than others. He pointed out that
22 per cent of the people in the
United States and 25 per cent of
the population of Canada live in
that region.
"The seaway is being used to a
greater degree every day. More
goods used in manufacturing, are
now brought through the seaway,"
snid Mr. Ballert.

The all-campus elections for May
Queen and her court will be from
B a.m. through 5 p.m. Thursday.
The four voting places are: the
University Union lobby. Administration Bldg., Rodgera Quadrangle,
and Founders Quadrangle. Pictures of the candidates are on display in the Administration Bldg.
now.
Students who will not be on campus Thursday may vote either tonight or tomorrow night from 6:30
to 9 p.m. in room 10D in Gate
Theater.
Fred Stumpo. chairman of the
elections board, said that the Student Council has passed a new
ruling that no signs be posted on
campus trees. He also said that in
previous elections students have
failed to observe the rule that no
pictures be posted on campus buildings.
The candidates for queen and
her court are listed in order of
senior queen candidate first, followed by junior, then sophomore,
and finally freshman attendants.
They are: Alpha Chi Omega, Janet
Sebesky, Patricia Rufo, Cloya
Scott, and Myra Jo Prechtel; Alpha Delta Pi, Constance Saubers,
Rhonda Wick, I.u Anna Imhoff,
and Kliznbcth Holt; Alpha Gamma
Delta. Mary Augustine, Joyce Miller. Marilyn Snhan, and Margaret
Kells; Alpha Phi, Barbara Lovett,
Judy Marrette. Mary Cumming,
anil Sandi Simodi; Alpha Xi Delta,
l.inda Cory, Sue Goetting, Judith
Schild, and Margaret Knisely; Phi
Mu. Nancy Traxler, Judy Case,
Ilnzel Klein, and Jane Wilt; Chi
Omega, Dorcen Quinn, Ruth Johnson, Jo Hart, and Carolyn Freppel;
Delta Gamma, Christel Froelich,
Sharon Swigart, Rrenda Kitzlcr,
and Marilyn Nesta; Delta Zeta,
Cheryl Boyd, Suzanne Smith, Joy
Itorden, and l.inda Musser; Gamma Phi Beta, Barbara Mellon,
Sandy Withers, Kathy Dcwhurst,
and Coo Wolfe.

Prof. William F. Schmeltz, chairman of the department of accounting since 1051, has been named
dean elect of the College of Business Administration,
President
Ralph W. McDonald announced
today.
Professor Schmeltz will succeed
Dr. Benjamin I,. Pierce as dean
Nov. 15. In the meantime he will
collaborate with Dean Pierce in
the administration of the College,
preparatory to assuming his full
duties as the
third dean of
the College
since its establishment
2 3
years ago.
The dean-elect became a
member of the
University
faculty in 1047,
and has become
well known aProf. Schm«lu
mong teachers
of accounting, Hundreds of accountants who have graduated
from the College of Business Administration under professor
Schmeltz's tutelage now are employed in business and industry,
where many have risen to posts
of top leadership.
A certified public accountant
for
ninny
year a,
professor
Schmeltz has served as consultant
to several business firms in northwest Ohio, inrluding Owens-Illinois
Glass Company and the Ohio Oil
Company.
Professor Schmeltz is a member
of the Ohio Society of Certified
Public Accountants, American Accounting Society. American Insti
lute of Ccrtfied Public Accountants, National Association of Cost
Accountants, Controllers Institute
of America and its advisory panel
on education. Beta Alpha Psi accounting honorary, and Beta Gamma Sigma business administration
honorary.
Holding the degrees of bachelor of science from the University of Toledo and master of
business ndmnstration from the
Harvard Graduate School of Business
Administration,
Professor
Schmeltz currently is pursuing
further study as a candidate for
the doctorate ut Western Reserve
University.
In 1054 he was nominated as
one of the nation's 10 outstanding
young men of the year, an award
of the Junior Chamber of Commerce of the United States.

Kappa Delta, Julia Corwin, Sue
Kramer, Joan Schulte, Nancy Ann
Popek.
The candidates from Prout arc:
queen, Mary Marteney, junior,
Karen Glcitz, and sophomore,
Approximately $1,200 WHH reTheresa Drees; Mooney, junior,
ceived from students and $500 from
Janet Pearson, sophomore, Nancy
Sinclair; Harmon, freshman, Judthe fuculty in the United Campus
Appeal Drive, reported Ann Gallaith Nanna; Treadway, freshman,
her, chairman of the Student
Mary Ellen Fry, and Ix>wry,
Charities Board.
freshman Jan Brickman.

Drive Nets $1700

If you see something wild in this ink blot, like maybe
Lady Godiva fully clothed on a motorcycle, you're
ready for non-directive therapy. That's the kind where
the psychoanalyst doesn't say anything to you, and
we ourselves are very interested in it because of its
advertising possibilities.
With the non-directive approach, we'd just try to think
you into smoking L»M's. We wouldn't have to tell you
about how L»M, with its Miracle Tip, pure white inside, pure white outside, has found the secret that
unlocks flavor in a filter cigarette. And about how
this means fine tobaccos can be blended not to suit
a filter but to suit your taste.
Following the non-directive approach, we'd simply
show you the package. And this would give us more
time to polish our wedge shot, which we seem to
have trouble getting airborne. Or even moving.

Reach for
flavor...

i m'M?^':

Reach for

IM

Statistic!
The other day our vice president in charts of good
news announced that someone, somewhere, enjoys Coke
68 million times a day. You can look at this 2 ways:
Either we've cot an incredibly thirsty
Individual on our hands. Or Coca-Cola is the
best-loved sparkling drink in the world.
We lean to the latter interpretation.

BE REALLY REFRESHED
lorried under outhorlty of The Coca-Cola Compony
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Red CMna"A Menace TO RUSSia
(Continued from Page S)
luii- the canny Scotch caution,
"Who aupa with the devil must
use a long spoon."
For the longer run, who can say
that world revolution and the inevitable hoatility between Communist and capitalist states must remain the guide-posts of Soviet
policy for the indefinite future?
Circumstances and historical experience have a way of changing
doctrines—-or perhaps more often
pushing them into discard. For
that matter, it is by no means evident that present Russia foreign
policy is really based on Marxian
doctrine and not simply the exigencies of power politics.
There is perhaps one development that could do more to reduce
both the American-Russian hoatility and the Soviet pressure on
Western Europe than any conceivable diplomatic effort. That is the
rise of China as a great power.
Behind the facade of common al-

legiance to Marxism lie some present and even more future sources
of enmity between these two powers. Must not this "New China,"
located on Russia's very doorstep
with its teeming millions, its lack
of "living space," its developing
military potential, its dynamic and
aggressive leadership appear more
and more as a threat to the Soviet
union; to her leadership in the
Communist bloc„to her influence in
Asia, to the very security of Russian territory itself? Should this
happen, a rapprochement between
the Soviets and the West would
be the most natural thing in the
world; the pressure on Western
Europe would be relieved and the
myth of Communist solidarity in
the face of hostile capitalism receive a severe blow. And if it
does we must be ready to take advantage of it. In the past we have
made two cardinal errors in our
thinking about foreign nations. One
was that what they did was no

concern of ours. In the midTwentieth Century, after involvement in two World Wars, we are
not likely to repeat this error. The
other is that when we take action
abroad it should be on the basis
of helping nations that are somehow inherently "good" against
other nations that are inherently
"bad." The fact that IB years ago
we were aiding Russia against
Germany and China against Japan;
while today we are supporting Germany against Russia and Japan
against China should have demonst rated the fallacy of this sort of
"sheep and goat" diplomacy. We
should therefore be prepared, if
not to renew the "strange alliance"
with Russiu, at least develop a
"strange friendship.' '
Meenwhile, support of Western
European nations, conciliation and
negotiation with Russia—but negotiation from a position of
strength—these must be the key to
our European policy.

Economic Interests Bind Canada, US
(Continued from Page 3)
loan. Such H proposal displays a
shameful ignorance of the true
political status of Canada and an
utter lack of knowledge of her
tremendous natural resources. It
is time for Americans to realize
that our northern neighbor is not
a poor, undeveloped BritUh colony,
but rather a powerful, self-governing country probably excelled in
natural wealth by no other country
except the United States and the
Soviet Union.
Whll* mlsundsnlandlngs do occur botwooa UM Unll«d SlaUi and
Canada, (••linqi botwoon the two
countrlM or* q»n.rally quit* cordial. During tho war wo cooporatod
•HrcilY«lT and ilnco the war wo
have continued to plan our defenses cooperatively. Although It required many decades for tho agreements on plans to be reached. Uw
St. Lawrence Seaway has finally
boon carried through to completion as a major Joint project.
Americans have Invested several
billion dollars In economic enter-

prises In Canada and Canadians
have Invested considerably more
than one billion dollars In tho
United Stales.
More than 50 percent of Canada's mining and manufacturing industries are owned by American
investors. More than 70 per cent
of Canada's Imports comes from
the United States and nearly 60
per cent of her exports go to the
United States. Economically, Canada is much more closely tied to
the United States than she is to
the United Kingdom. Many Canadians feel the Interdependence*
between their country and the
United States has grown too strong
but many others would like to
see tariffs and trade barriers
abolished and an even stronger
economic union established. It appears certain that Anglo-American
security and political and economic interests are so thoroughly
interlocked that the United States
and Canada must promptly settle
all their differences and cooperate
to the fullest possible degree.

The Sd&dtook SCRIBE*
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an OStetStooA and all
other ball point pens,
and by golly you'll see
what we mean.
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Interview
Schedule
The interview schedule, as announced by the placement office,
fur the week of May 2 through
May 6 include:
I. R. Miller & Co., May 2, Accounting.
Highland Park School*, Highland Park, Illinois, May 3.
Ked Cross, May 4, all types of
majors.
Insurance Company of North
America, May 6, Insurance, casulty field men.
The Travelers Insurance, May 6,
insurance.
Flat Rock Schools, Flat Rock,
Michigan, May 6.
Willard Schools, Willard, Ohio,
May 5.
Owens-Illinois, May 6, summer
program.
Fisher Body, May 6, any type of
major for field representative job.
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I Sports Capsule
Behind the hitting of Ron Blackledge and the pitching of Tom Lyons, the Falcons upset Notre
Dame April 29, 3-2. Blackledge
accounted for all three BG runs
with a two-run homer in the first
inning, and scored the winning
run in the seventh.
The victory for Lyons was his
second of the season against no
defeats.
An l I run first inning for Notre
Dame on Saturday assured the
Irish of an easy win over the Falcons. Final score was 14-0. Ed
Phillips was the losing pitcher.
Track

Ernie Malzahn, with three first
places, led the Falcons to a 114-33
victory over Kent last Saturday,
in a meet in which two BG records
were broken. Malzahn won both
hurdle events and the 220-yard
dash, was on the record breaking
880-yard relay team, and placed
third in the high jump.
The 880-yard relay team of Walt
Killian, Malsahn, Earl Pearson,
and Bernle Casey finished in
1:28.5, to better the BG record
by one tenth of a second. The old
mark was set in 1956.
Larry Dove broke the second
BG record of the meet in the one
mile by winning in 4:23.9. John
Scott held the old record of 4:24.5,
set last year. Dove also won the
half-mile event.
Golf and Tennis
The golf squad split in a triangular match last Friday by downing DePaul, 15 >.«-2i4, and losing
to Notre Dame, 10V4-7H. On Saturday Western Michigan handed
BG a 15V4-8U loss.
In an abbreviated tennis match,
Kent blanked the Falcon netters,
7-0.
Today's Action
Two athletic evenU are on tap
for the Falcons today as the basehall team plays hoBt to Eastern
Michigan at 3 p.m. on the University diamond, and the track team
entertains Central State at 3:30
p.m. in the Stadium.

University Aid For Research
Strengthens Faculty - - McDonald
"One of the great sources of
strength in the Bowling Green
State University faculty if that
so many of these men and women
are actively and continously engaged in research projects in their
fields of competency."
This statement made by President Ralph W. McDonald last October in his keynote speech for the
anniversary year describes the survey recently completed by Paul
Bluemle, director of university publications.
The survey includes only present
projects of primary research nature. "The results of the survey
are impressive," said Mr. Bluemle
in his article. "It is doubtful if
anyone realizes the actual extent
of current research activity being
conducted or the large number of
faculty members from every department who are participating in
the research program."
The research projects may be
subsidized or unsubsidized. Projects
may be original works in the fields
of music or literature. The survey
showed that there were reported
34 financed or partly subsidized
projects, 70 private or unfinanced
projects, and nine original works.
Grants for these projects vary
in amounts from an Atomic Energy
Commission grant of $10,000 to
the smallest grant, $83, made by
the University Scholarly Advancement committee.
University aid for faculty research began in 1954 when 12
grants were made. The program
has expanded and now is based
upon a four-point program.
This program includes: an allocation of financial aid in carrying
on research projects in connection
with a full teaching load at a
maximum grant of $750 to an individual; a reduction of teaching
assignments during the second
semester of each academic year for
five faculty members; the assigning of no more than five regular
faculty members to the summer
school staff at half salary in order
to give them the opportunity of
doing full-time research; and appointment in each academic year

of one or two regular faculty members to engage in post-doctoral
study and research without teaching duties .at half salary for the
full acedamic year or full salary
for one semester.
In addition to these financially
assisted projects, a large number
of research projects are being conducted by the faculty members at
their own expense, according to
Mr. Bluemle.

Formal Roundup
Eight closed formats were held
last weekend by four sororities,
two fraternities, and two dormitories.
Members of Alpha Phi held their
dance at the Park Lane Hotel in
Toledo. Jerry Suminski played for
the event.
The members of Phi Kappa Psi
held their annual "Dawn Dance"
early Saturday morning. The festivities began at 4:30 a.m., when
"shipwrecked" couples danced on
an island. At 7 a.m., breakfast was
served at the Phi Psi house. This
was followed by a picnic at Sidecut Park in Maumee.
Residents of Williams and Treadway Halls held their closed formats
in the Dogwood Suite and Ballroom, respectively.
Alpha Xi Delta held its annual
Rose Formal Saturday evening in
the Ballroom. Festivities started
with a dinner at 6:30. The Bobby
Haskins combo played for the
dance, which began at 9 p.m.
A smorgasbord dinner and dance
was on the social slate for the
Kappa Deltas Saturday evening
at the Secor Hotel in Toledo.
The Phi Mu closed dinner-dance,
held Saturday at the Maumee
Yacht Club in Toledo, was highlighted with the announcement of
William Schramm as the Phi Mu
"Dream Boy." Jim Riggs played
for the event.
Bev Martin, Alpha Xi Delta,
was crowned Sweetheart of Sigma
Chi at the fraternity's closed buffet-dinner dance Friday evening in
the Secor Hotel in Toledo.

Frood finds the "right girl"
for marriage-minded seniors

Dear Seniors: Thousands of you have asked me, "What kind of girl should I marry?" Well,
here she is! She is beautiful. She is talented. She is understanding. She smokes your favorite brand
(Luckies, what else?). She has an independent income. She is happily married. So there you are,
Seniors! Now go out and find one for yourself.
/T\ «JP? /
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